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Introduction and context {#s01}
========================

Ten years ago, we had a pretty good idea of how mechanotransduction in inner-ear hair cells worked: from the top of each hair cell emanates a bundle of actin-cored stereocilia ([Figure 1a](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}), and deflection of the bundle toward the taller stereocilia opens ion channels to depolarize the cell. This happens, it was thought, because fine 'tip links' extending between stereocilia ([Figure 1b](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}) were stretched by the relative shear of adjacent stereocilia ([Figure 1c](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}); the resulting tension pulled open force-gated transduction channels situated at each end of each tip link. In addition, the hair cell used motor complexes located at the upper end of each tip link to continuously adjust the resting bias on these channels, thereby producing an adaptation to static stimuli (reviewed in \[[@bib-001]\]). This motor was composed of myosin-1c molecules that were regulated by Ca^2+^ entering through nearby transduction channels \[[@bib-002]\].

![Mechanotransduction in vertebrate hair cells](1757-594X-0001-0000000058-g001){#fig-001}

Five years ago, we knew even more: the tip link had been tentatively identified as cadherin 23 \[[@bib-003]\], the adaptation motor had been confirmed as myosin 1c by a chemical genetic strategy \[[@bib-004]\], and a strong candidate for the transduction channel itself, TRPA1 (transient-receptor-potential-like, ankyrin-containing ion channel 1), had been found \[[@bib-005]\]. It seemed there were just a few details to work out, and these had to do with how the motor, tip link, and channel were all connected. However, a flurry of new papers has shaken this view of hair-cell transduction in several fundamental ways.

Major recent advances {#s02}
=====================

First, it was found that TRPA1 is not an essential component of the transduction apparatus. TRPA1 is made by hair cells and does play an important regulatory role in the cochlea, but mechanotransduction itself is perfectly normal in mice lacking TRPA1 \[[@bib-006]\]. At the moment, there are no other good channel candidates stepping forward for consideration. Second, the tip link turned out to be more complex than imagined. A combination of exquisite immunogold and negative stain electron microscopy \[[@bib-007]\] showed that the tip link is most likely a tetramer of cadherins: two parallel strands of cadherin 23 forming the upper two-thirds of the link and two parallel strands of protocadherin 15 forming the lower one-third ([Figure 1d](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}). This structure helps in understanding inherited hearing loss in that cadherin 23 and protocadherin 15 are both products of genes defective in the human Usher syndrome, a disorder characterized by congenital deafness and progressive blindness (Usher types 1D and 1F, respectively).

However, the structure appears incompatible with earlier views of the transduction apparatus, in which the tip link acts as an elastic spring. First, the extracellular portions of these cadherins do not appear very stretchy in electron micrographs. Second, steered molecular dynamics simulations of cadherins \[[@bib-008]\] predict an elasticity much lower than that known from biophysical measurements to be associated with the transduction apparatus. There are now speculations about where that springiness might be \[[@bib-009]\]; for instance, there may be elastic proteins attaching the transduction channels to the actin cores of stereocilia ([Figure 1d](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}), but they have not been identified. Molecular dynamics simulations also provided greater understanding of Usher syndrome as they showed that mutations in the extracellular domains that produce hearing loss reduce the unfolding strength of the cadherin filament by half or more \[[@bib-010]\].

The asymmetry of the tip link is also problematic. Earlier Ca^2+^ imaging of vestibular hair cells had suggested that transduction channels were located at both ends of the tip link. This now seems less likely if the tip link has different cadherins at its two ends. More recently, the Ca^2+^ imaging was revisited with cochlear hair cells and faster methods; these experiments found no Ca^2+^ entry - and thus no channels - at the upper ends of tip links \[[@bib-011]\]. The most likely arrangement at present is exactly two transduction channels per tip link, both at the lower end ([Figure 1d](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}). It would make sense for the mechanics of channel gating if each channel were independently tethered by a cytoplasmic elastic protein to the actin core and if each channel were attached to one protocadherin 15 strand, perhaps by an extracellular domain of the channel protein ([Figure 1d](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}).

Nevertheless, this new view has problems. Myosin 1c, the motor that regulates tip-link tension and thereby mediates adaptation, has a rate controlled by Ca^2+^. It is also well established that most or all of this Ca^2+^ enters through transduction channels. Yet if the myosin 1c is at the upper end of the tip link and the channels are at the lower end, there is no simple way for Ca^2+^ to reach the myosin. A partial solution is that Ca^2+^ entering through transduction channels could reach the myosin 1c for the next lower tip link, less than a micrometer away, but how the motors are regulated for the tallest stereocilium of each column, which has no channels, remains a mystery.

The discovery of Usher syndrome proteins has helped elucidate other components of the sensory hair bundle. The genes for Usher types 1B, 1C, and 1G encode myosin 7a, harmonin, and sans, respectively. Many or all of these proteins form a complex with cadherin 23 and protocadherin 15 (reviewed in \[[@bib-012]\]), with harmonin and sans serving as scaffolding proteins and myosin 7a perhaps involved in carrying the complex to the tips of stereocilia.

Still other Usher syndrome proteins may be involved in holding the stereocilia together. Usherin and VLGR1 (very large G-protein-coupled receptor 1), encoded by the genes defective in Usher 2A and 2C, respectively, are transmembrane proteins with very large extracellular domains. Both are thought to be associated with the ankle links, extensive ropy filaments connecting adjacent stereocilia near where they taper at their bases \[[@bib-013],[@bib-014]\]. It is clear that something tightly links adjacent stereocilia; if just a few stereocilia of a bundle are pulled by a stimulus probe, all of them move together. Stereocilia were observed to move coherently at frequencies of tens of kilohertz \[[@bib-015]\], and they do not separate by more than a few nanometers, even when the bundle is deflected by 1,000 nanometers \[[@bib-016]\]. The mechanism of this sliding adhesion remains obscure. However, it is not mediated by the ankle links, which can be removed enzymatically without causing bundles to splay apart, nor by tip links, which can be similarly cut without affecting cohesion. A third set of links, situated just below the tip links and known as horizontal top connectors, may be responsible, but they have not been identified and the mechanism of sliding adhesion without separation has not been elucidated.

The discovery of yet other deafness genes has helped reveal how the heights of stereocilia are regulated during development to produce the stereotyped staircase of heights. The gene defective in Usher 2D encodes whirlin, a scaffolding protein, and the gene defective in a human non-syndromic recessive deafness, DFNB3, encodes the motor protein myosin 15. Both are located at the tips of stereocilia, they interact directly, and both are needed for stereocilia elongation \[[@bib-017],[@bib-018]\]. But recent work shows that another myosin and its cargo are also involved: the gene defective in DFNB30 encodes myosin 3a, which binds the actin-bundling protein espin 1, a product of the gene defective in DFNB36. Myosin 3a transports espin 1 to the tips of actin filaments, and overexpression of both in hair cells promotes elongation of stereocilia \[[@bib-019],[@bib-020]\].

Future directions {#s03}
=================

Key issues remain unresolved. The localization of ion channels only at the lower end of each tip link ([Figure 1d](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}) must be confirmed in other hair-cell organs. Much work remains in figuring out how Ca^2+^ entry through those channels controls adaptation, whether by binding to the myosin 1c motor or to the channels or both. There is some understanding of how the various Usher gene products - myosin 7a, harmonin, sans, cadherin 23, and protocadherin 15 - are connected to each other, but we need much more detailed information on these linkages and how they assemble in the first place. Sliding adhesion remains a significant mystery; it is particularly important for hair cells but may function similarly in other tissues as well. We must understand how myosin 15 and myosin 3a, and their cargos whirlin and espin 1, interact with each other and with unidentified proteins to create the exquisite shape of the hair bundle. Finally, few of these proteins are expressed solely in hair cells. To what extent do they perform similar roles in mechanosensation and cellular mechanics in other tissues?
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